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“. . . THAT HE HAD RECEIVED INFORMATION FROM THE INHABITANTS
OF THAT ISLAND, THAT IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF LABOEAN
BADJO, AND ON THE ISLAND OF KOMODO OCCURED [SIC] A VARANUS
SPECIES OF AN UNUSUAL SIZE. THEY CALLED THE ANIMAL ‘BOEAJA
DARAT’ (LAND CROCODILE).”—P. A. OUWENS (1912)
“THE PUBLIC SEES THE KOMODO DRAGON, WITH ITS AWESOME MORPHOLOGY AND UNSETTLING FEEDING BEHAVIORS, AS A COMBINATION OF CROCODILIAN, LIZARD, AND DINOSAUR - A CREATURE THAT
MERCILESSLY TRACKS AND DEVOURS ITS PREY. THIS AMALGAMATION OF FEAR, RESPECT, AND ADORATION HAS DRIVEN THE RESEARCH MACHINE FOR MANY YEARS.”—KURT AUFFENBERG AND
WALTER AUFFENBERG (2002)

FIG. 1. Komodo dragon exhibit at Bronx Zoo (Wildlife Conservation
Society). Undated photograph but possibly in the early 1930s. Credit:
photograph courtesy of Wildlife Conservation Society, headquartered at
Bronx Zoo.

“HOWEVER, THOUGH BURDEN (1928) STATED THAT THERE IS NO INDICATION ORAS WILL ATTACK MAN, SOME INDIVIDUALS ARE DECIDEDLY AGGRESSIVE, AND ATTACKS ON HUMANS HAVE OCCURRED ON
SEVERAL OF THE ISLANDS . . . ORAS WERE INVOLVED IN TWO DEATHS
ON KOMODO.”—WALTER AUFFENBERG (1981:320)
“ACCOUNTS OF HUMANS BEING KILLED OR INJURED BY KOMODO
DRAGONS HAVE BEEN DOCUMENTED ONLY IN LOCAL CASUALTY
RECORDS OF THE MANGGARAI PROVINCE IN WESTERN FLORES ISLAND.”—DENNIS R. KING, ERIC R. PIANKA, AND BRIAN GREEN (2002)

In 1926, the first living Komodo Dragons (Varanus
komodoensis), known as “Oras” in Indonesia, were placed on exhibit in New York’s Bronx Zoo (Fig. 1) and the Amsterdam Zoo
(Fig. 2), but the effort to display them in New York was less than
satisfactory. W. Douglas Burden (1927) painted this gloomy picture, “After watching these great carnivores in the wilderness of
romantic Komodo, it was painful to see the broken-spirited beasts
that barely had strength to drag themselves from one end of their
cage to the other. Surely, it is not all a matter of diet and a change
of climate. Perhaps, as in the case of many mammals, Varanus
komodoensis, in order to survive, demands the freedom of his rugged mountains.” In 1934, a dragon on display at the Smithsonian’s
National Zoological Park (NZP) lived only two years after capture by the Griswold-Harkness expedition (Fig. 3). Five dragons
were exhibited at NZP over a forty-year span, the average longevity being five years and the maximum being 12 years (Fig. 4).
Because the largest specimens were generally captured, dragons
at other North American and European zoos fared poorly as well
(see Flower 1937; Jones 1965; Rookmaaker 1975), no doubt due
to the fact that adult animals often have difficulty adjusting to
captivity. Dragons rarely lived beyond five years in captivity, and
most did not survive the first few months. Zoo visitors were excited about viewing these huge, carnivorous lizards, so collecting

FIG. 2. Komodo dragon with keeper at Natura Artis Magistra in
Amsterdam photographed between 1926 and 1931. Komodo dragons were
added to the collection in 1926. Five years later, 12 eggs were laid in a
hole and protected by the female. Note tortoise in back right corner of
exhibit. Credit: provided by Eugène Bruins, Natura Artis Magistra Archives.

expeditions to Komodo were mounted to secure specimens for
display until World War II brought collecting to an end for many
years.
At the London Zoo, several intriguing reports on dragon behavior seemed to contradict the belief that dragons were always dangerous to man and were delicate captives. Hill (1946) mentioned
a dragon at the Zoo pushing a shovel over the stones in his cage...
“and the more noise he can make with it, the more it seems to
please him.” Curator of Reptiles Joan Beauchamp Procter (1928)
discussed tractability and tameness, “The dragon, whose name is
Sumbawa, walked around a very long table, and without paying
attention to the audience ate a large fowl, several eggs, and a pigeon from her hand, allowing itself to be scratched and patted
even when swallowing the fowl with enormous gulps, treatment
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FIG. 3. Keeper Roy Jennier next to “Xomo,” the first Komodo dragon
at Smithsonian National Zoological Park. This lizard was collected by
Griswold-Harkness expedition in 1934, cost $780 at that time, and lived
two years. Hot water pipes in rockwork provided heat. This image was
duplicated in color on a postcard for sale. Photograph courtesy of
Smithsonian National Zoological Park Photo Archives.

which even dogs will not always permit.” and “She [at death proved
to be a male] would tear a pig to pieces but can be trusted with
children.” Sumbawa was the host at children’s tea-parties a few
weeks after arrival at the Zoo and was perfectly tame with all the
guests. Procter (1928–1929) included a photograph of a two-yearold child standing next to Sumbawa (Fig. 5) and examined dragon
behavior, “The question of the ferocity of these lizards is, perhaps, the most misunderstood of all. All the lizards of the genus
Varanus are savage, predatory, and highly strung, and they use
their teeth, claws and slashing tails with great effect, as I have
personal cause to know. At the Zoo we consider any large monitor
more dangerous to deal with than a crocodile twice its size. But,
allowing for this, V. komodoensis is the gentlest, most intelligent,
and most tractable of them all. This is comparing them with speci-

FIG. 4. Supervisor of reptiles Jack DePrato and dragon named Kalana
at Smithsonian National Zoological Park in late 1960s. Photograph courtesy of Smithsonian National Zoological Park Photo Archives.
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FIG. 5. Photograph by F. W. Wood of Sumbawa standing next to twoyear-old child from Joan Procter’s article “Dragons that are alive to-day,”
published in Wonders of Animal Life in 1928–1929. Photograph courtesy of Kraig Adler.

mens only half their weight of species such as niloticus, albigularis,
bengalensis, salvator, nebulosus, varius, and so on. It is quite true
that they are very nervous, and also that they could no doubt kill
one if they wished, or give a terrible bite when taking food from
the hand greedily, but there is no vice in them.” Sumbawa accompanied Procter on strolls through the Zoo during her inspections,
“. . . investigating everything which might be of interest.” The
lizard responded to the voice of its keeper or curator, but disliked
having its tympanum touched. There is a photograph of keeper
Arthur Budd with Sumbawa in 1928 (Zuckerman 1976); the scar
on the lizard’s neck was caused by a crocodile bite. Peter Chalmers
Mitchell, Secretary of the Society from 1902 to 1935, concluded
in 1929, “. . . the better conditions for the reptiles themselves and
the feeding and handling of them has made some unexpected creatures docile. Notable instances are the Komodo dragons, which
are as tame as dogs and even seem to show affection.”
Robert Mertens from the Senckenberg Museum in Frankfurt,
Germany acquired two dragons from Mr. H. R. Rookmaaker on
Flores (Mertens 1930; see also Rookmaaker 1975). Mertens (translated from German) described the affair, “The next day we met
the zoologically very interested assistant-resident of Flores, Mr.
Rookmaaker, who immediately showed his willingness to support
our expedition in any way. I was especially pleased when Mr.
Rookmaaker agreed to comply with my request to get me a
Komodo monitor for the Senckenberg-Museum. As the Island of
Komodo had been thoroughly investigated the previous year by
the American Burden-expedition, it would hardly have served any
purpose to visit the Island by ourselves, as a visit to Komodo would
have cost a lot of time and money. Mr. Rookmaaker showed great
kindness by sending a small expedition of natives from Laboean
Badjo, on the West coast of Flores, to the Island Rintja—in between Komodo and Flores—to catch a Varanus komodoensis for
me; I would then travel to Reo, on the North coast of West-Flores,
to collect this valuable animal that would be transported there from
Laboean Badjo . . . As the larger Varanus komodoensis still persisted in refusing to take food, we decided to kill the animal, in
order to prepare the skin and skeleton in a leisurely manner. After
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we had tried in vain to kill the animal with chloroform [Mertens
uses the term ‘chloroformieren’] I reached for the needle and after
an injection of 5 ccm nicotin and 10 ccm sublimate it died within
a few minutes. The smaller specimen on the other hand quickly
decided to start feeding: chicken eggs, chicken entrails, and veal
were taken regularly. Mr. Rookmaaker now kindly gave us this
lively specimen for the Frankfurt Zoo, while he courteously donated the larger specimen to the Senckenberg-Museum.” There is
a picture of the live dragon with a rope around its pelvic area. In
1942, curator Gustav Lederer described the habits of this tame
dragon named Bübchen which lived at the Frankfurt Zoo between
1927–1944. It was taken on long walks through the zoo by the
director. The dragon was in excellent health up to its death from
an Allied bombing raid in which the Aquarium was demolished,
thus living 16 years, 8 months, and 21 days. In Lederer’s 1942
paper, there is a photograph of a woman with this large dragon.
Some reptiles can recognize their keeper and are able to distinguish him from other persons. At Frankfurt, the dragon knew the
veterinarian after the second treatment and could no longer be
persuaded to leave its hiding place as soon as the vet appeared.
The lizard even recognized the operating table and fled from it
(Lederer 1931). Keeper Albert Schick allowed zoo visitors to interact with a dragon outdoors at the Frankfurt a. M. Zoo (Figs. 6,
7).
Two dragons from Rintja arrived at the Berlin Aquarium in
1927—“Max and Moritz”—presumably named after the characters from a famous old German book for children (Sachs 1927;
Jones 1985; Fig. 8). Moritz lived until 1944. There is another photograph of a Berlin dragon with its keeper in a publication by
Klingelhöffer (1957:247). Jürgen Lange (1989) reported on a pair
of dragons from Flores which arrived at the Aquarium during May
1984, “During the first two months after their arrival both the monitors were aggressive toward visitors so viewing was restricted to
the narrow sides of the terrarium and the public prohibited from
touching the glass. Since then, however, they have become very
tame and show no fear of their keeper.”
The first dragons arrived at the Antwerp Zoo in 1930 but these
lizards lived only a few years. Seven years later, other dragons
began arriving at the Zoo but these varanids also lived a short
time. In 1959, Walter Van Den Bergh published two interesting
photographs. One pictures the chief guardian of reptiles, J. Van
Gorp, next to two large dragons which became tame only a few
days after arrival. The other photo shows a dragon being held by
its forelegs in an upright position.
In 1937, the only zoo in Indonesia to have dragons was Surabaya.
Two years later, on occasion of the 75th anniversary of the thenDutch Zoo of Batavia (Jakarta), a book was published:
“Bataviasche Planten- en Dierentuin 1864–1939” with photographs
of the dragons in that old zoo and also a special chapter dedicated
to them. There is an account of an expedition that would fulfill an
old wish of the Zoo’s board—to offer some of these dragons for
sale to other zoos. The Ministry of Economic Affairs supported an
expedition to collect lizards for Rotterdam, Antwerp, Rome,
Edinburgh, Washington, and Philadelphia zoos. They left for
Laboen Badjo in early June 1937 and decided to catch dragons by
using wooden traps. The traps were baited with deer and pig meat.
Only one young dragon was caught but the traps attracted a lot of
very skinny dogs so they switched to the methods used by the na-

FIG. 6. Photograph of Komodo Dragon at Frankfurt Zoo with keeper
Albert Schick during early 1960s. Photograph courtesy of Hans-Dieter
Philippen and Gerard Visser.

tives—using wire traps—something they initially had wanted to
avoid because of potential damage to the monitors. There is no
mention on how many were caught or whether any were shipped

FIG. 7. This adult Komodo Dragon, with keeper Albert Schick, was
allowed to walk among zoo visitors at Frankfurt a. M. Zoo in Germany.
When the lizard arrived at the zoo in 1958, it measured 2.5 m. Photograph by R. Faust, courtesy of Christian Schmidt.
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FIG. 8. Moritz, an adult male Komodo Dragon at the Berlin Aquarium.
Two dragons from Rintja arrived at the Aquarium in 1927 and Moritz
lived until 1944. The other dragon (Max) died shortly after arrival. Moritz
is climbing out of his terrarium in the Aquarium and following his keeper
like a dog. Photograph courtesy of Archive Zoo-Aquarium Berlin.

FIG. 11. Kraken begs pizza from a familiar volunteer at Smithsonian
National Zoological Park, 1998. Photograph by Trooper Walsh.

FIG. 9. Kraken with Trooper Walsh during one of the experimental trials to determine play behavior at Smithsonian National Zoological Park
in 1999.

to foreign zoos.
In the National Geographic School Bulletin published on 10
October 1960, a cover photo said to be taken at the Rotterdam
Zoo shows a young child walking with a large dragon controlled
by a rope harness around its body.
Until recent decades, captive dragons have not been thoroughly
investigated, due to lack of success in maintaining viable populations. At the NZP in 1995, a young female named Kraken, approximately 2.5 m in total length and hatched at the Zoo three
years earlier, usually exhibited playlike behavior—removing a

FIG. 10. Keeper Rob Lewis records Kraken’s behaviors during experimental trials to determine play behavior at Smithsonian National Zoological Park in 1999. Photograph by Trooper Walsh.

FIG. 12. Kraken investigates unfamiliar visitor at Smithsonian National
Zoological Park, 1998. Photograph by Trooper Walsh.
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handkerchief or notebook from keeper Trooper Walsh’s pocket,
scraping his shoes with her forearm, playing tug of war with a
plastic cup, interacting with empty cardboard boxes, as well as
pieces of cloth and scarves (Fig. 9). Kraken stood on her hind
legs, directed tongue flicks to Walsh’s face, rested her head on his
shoulder, and closed her eyes. Kraken carried frisbees, shoes, plastic toy action figures for children, and other objects around in her
mouth but made no attempt to swallow them (Fig. 10). The lizard
stuck its head into a plastic bucket, raised her anterior trunk so
that the container covered her head and walked around the exhibit. The dragon placed her snout inside a shoe, lifted it off the
substrate, and moved throughout the cage. When Walsh whistled,
Kraken turned her head toward the source of the sound. Kraken
could discriminate between prey and non-prey; she would gently
take a rat offered with tongs and never showed an inclination to
bite Walsh. See Burghardt et al. (2002) for an initial behavioral
inventory and quantitative analysis of the trials with Kraken.
Not all dragons are placid toward humans, however. Walter
Auffenberg (1995, pers. comm.) told us about a large rogue dragon
(later identified as # 34) tracking his fifteen-year-old son Kurt and
field assistant Putra Sastrawan during his study on Komodo Island. Kurt and Putra took a small trail from the base camp to work

FIG. 13. Ultrasonography of dragon at London Zoo in 2005. Photograph courtesy of Richard Gibson, London Zoological Society.

in Poreng, a pass over the mountain ridge that separates the northern and southern watersheds of the island. People used this trail to
go to Sabita, a village on the northeast coast. This dragon entered
their tent, tore apart articles of clothing, and carried off a soiled
handkerchief. When they returned to base camp the next day, # 34
walked up to the house, laid its chin on the deck and watched
them. Kurt recognized # 34 and suspected that the lizard had tracked
them which was confirmed when they returned to the trail the next
day; the dragon’s tail drag was superimposed over their footprints.
Remarkably, this dragon had tracked Kurt and Putra from Poreng
back to the base camp, a distance of several kilometers. Walter
interpreted this as a potential predatory episode. Of the 55
hatchlings produced by the NZP female between 1992–1995, at
least two were aggressive toward humans at hatching and remained
so through adulthood.
There are a number of research projects currently running or
recently completed at several zoos. At the Dallas Zoo, Curator
Ruston Hartdegen and associates have discovered that a dragon
could discriminate between its permanent keeper, another reptile
keeper who had less contact with the dragon, and a keeper from
another animal department. The dragon was calm with the familiar caretaker, nervous around the less-familiar reptile keeper, and
displayed defensive behavior to the keeper from another animal
department (R. Hartdegen, pers. comm.). Kraken at NZP exhibited the same responses toward familiar and unfamiliar persons
(Figs. 11, 12).
At the London and Houston zoos, ultrasonography without anesthesia is used to determine sex and assess reproductive condition on dragons; the dragons remain calm during the procedure
(Fig. 13).
In London, a large male dragon (named Raja) was in a restraint
box for target training (Fig. 14). Dragons are trained to associate a
target on a stick with a food reward. The target is moved into and
out of the restraint crate so that the dragons become comfortable
entering this restricted space, which facilitates moving them. This
interesting example of operant conditioning used food as the initial cue—then the reward frequency was gradually reduced, using

FIG. 14. Large male dragon named Raja in a restraint box for target
training at London Zoo in 2005. Photograph courtesy of Richard Gibson,
London Zoological Society.
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Komodo Dragons—these lizards are something special. Noted
varanid biologist Eric Pianka put it this way: “Varanid lizards differ from other lizards in several ways. They have more aerobic
capacity and greater metabolic scope, most varanids range over
larger areas, and they are much more intelligent than other lizards.
If you doubt this, go to a zoo that has a Komodo Dragon, make
eye contact, and look into its eyes. You will be impressed with the
way it looks back at you!”

FIG. 15. Dolly Ellerbrock and dragon named No-Name at Pittsburgh
Zoo. This enormous male dragon is called “No” by the staff and comes to
them when called. No-Name hatched at Smithsonian National Zoological Park in 1993 and now measures approximately 3 m in total length and
weighs ca. 82 kg. Photograph by Herb Ellerbrock, Pittsburgh Zoo.

a clicker (sound producing device) as a bridge between the target
and reward (R. Gibson, pers. comm.).
At the Pittsburgh Zoo, a study was initiated to test a dragon’s
spatial memory by examining whether dragons use proximal (nearby) or distal (far away) visual cues to remember the location of a
food reward hidden in the lizard’s exhibit. Preliminary results support the hypothesis that a dragon used proximal cues to remember
the location of the food and additional experiments are underway
to determine if a dragon can use distal cues in other circumstances
(H. Ellerbrock, pers. comm.; Fig. 15).
Dragons will prove to be interesting subjects for future behavioral studies. What we have presented here is mostly anecdotal,
but systematic studies to further examine the causes for these unexpected responses by dragons toward humans will be fruitful.
But why are humans motivated to interact with dragons and why
are these lizards often personalized? It seems as though large reptiles in zoos, especially dragons, are often given pet names but
this rarely occurs with smaller ones. Retired NZP curator Dale
Marcellini offered an interesting observation—perhaps the size
and shape of dragons (and other reptiles such as crocodilians) which
are somewhat similar to humans may be the main reason that humans pay more attention to these large reptiles and, as a consequence, may well initiate interactions with them. In an attempt to
dominate all animals, some humans may specifically focus attention on large, possibly dangerous reptiles even when there are
potential risks. In other cases, humans motivated to understand
why reptiles operate the way they do may concentrate on dragons
and other gargantuan reptiles. Detailed comparative studies with
small reptiles and humans would be very enlightening.
There are examples of habituation (“tameness”) in dragons in
the wild, wild dragons brought into captivity, and those hatched in
captivity. In a series of arresting photographs in her 1992 book
called “Les Dragons de Komodo,” Nicole Viloteau is interacting
with two large wild dragons and one image shows her pulling out
a gigantic dragon’s tongue and kissing its tip.
In our combined experience working with living reptiles for
nearly 90 years, no other species has interacted with humans like
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Statement of the problem: nomenclatural instability and
confusion
Ever since their discovery by Europeans, giant tortoises of the
western Indian Ocean have been at the center of taxonomic debates (Chambers 2004; Crumly 1988). Two clades are now recognized from this region (Arnold 1979): Cylindraspis spp., the extinct Mascarene tortoises, and Aldabrachelys from the SeychellesAldabra-Madagascar region (SAM). During nearly two centuries,
no fewer than five generic names, and 13 epithets have been applied to the giant tortoises of SAM, with nearly 30 binomial combinations. Yet, recent genetic research indicates that despite this
plethora of names there are but three distinguishable congeneric
species in SAM: two fossil forms from Madagascar, and one living taxon, the Aldabra Tortoise (Austin et al. 2003; Karanth et al.
2005; Le et al. 2006; Palkovacs et al. 2002, 2003).
In the eye of this taxonomic tempest is the Aldabra Tortoise.
Over the past two decades there has been growing confusion about
which scientific name to apply to the giant tortoise that lives on
Aldabra Atoll. During this period at least four generic names
(Aldabrachelys, “Dipsochelys,” Geochelone, and Testudo) and
three epithets (“dussumieri,” elephantina, and gigantea) have been
used for this tortoise, with no fewer than six binomial combinations. This nomenclatural uncertainty affects not only the two fossil species on Madagascar, but also ongoing debates about giant
tortoises from other islands in the Comores and Republic of
Seychelles.
The contemporary surfeit of names for the Aldabra Tortoise stems
from three issues: evolving opinions on the intergeneric relationships of land tortoises (Testudinidae), enhanced understanding of
the taxonomic relationships of the nominal species that lives on
Aldabra and Seychelles, and varying interpretations of how to deal
with Schweigger’s (1812) description of Testudo gigantea, for
which there is no known type specimen.
With regard to the question of intergeneric relationships, ever
since Loveridge and Williams’ (1957:220 ff.) seminal study, the
Linnean genus Testudo has generally been restricted to certain Old
World, non-gigantic species, although as late as 1996 Testudo
gigantea was still in use (e.g., Blaszkiewitz 1996). Loveridge and
Williams (p. 225) proposed the subgenus Aldabrachelys for grouping the Aldabra tortoise and other closely related species within
Geochelone Fitzinger, 1835. “Dipsochelys” was coined by Bour
(1982) to replace Aldabrachelys (see below) as the genus for the
Aldabra tortoise and its close relatives. Today the use of
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